Using Nulls In RPG and SQL

If you have a table that supports nulls it can get trickee and time consuming to support them in RPG with SQL

There is a trick to make this easy.

This article is written on the assumption of V6R1 and the template keyword. If you have a previous release you can do the following:

1. Create a single field defined as a pointer. This is just a null pointer.
d NullPointer...
d                                 *         

2. Change the word Template to the following.
d                 s                   Based(NullPointer)  

It is important to either use the Template keyword or the null pointer idea. Otherwise storage is allocated. Using the template keyword or the single pointer causes no storage to be allocated.        

Ok, here is the trick. First we create a template for a record. Here is an example.

d TD_CustomerData...
d                 ds                  Qualified
d                                     Template
d   Name...
d                               10a   
d   Library...
d                               10a

We just create a copy of the TD_Data data structure and change all the field types to small integer and the template name to nulls.
 
d TD_CustomerNulls...
d                 ds                  Qualified
d                                     Template
d   Name...
d                                5i 0
d   Library...
d                                5i 0

Note that because I am using qualified data structures I can use the same name for the null fields as the record fields. Note also I can any number of templates all with Data and Nulls as long as they are in different procedures (See below on update)and the null array will always be NullArray. 
 
Now I create one more template. 

d TD_Customer...
d                 ds                  Qualified
d                                     Template
d   Data...
d                                     LikeDs(TD_CustomerData)
d   Nulls...
d                                     LikeDs(TD_CustomerNulls)
d   NullArray...
d                                5i 0 Dim(2)
d                                     Overlay(Nulls)

The one downer here is that you must manually count the number of fields in the records and dimension the array to that number of fields. If you add or remove a field you have to remember to change the dimension of the array.

Now that we have a template defined we can use it to define a data field.

d Customer...
d                 ds                  LikeDs(TD_Customer)

We can now define an SQL statement to receive the data. The trick is look at where the data is loaded into. SQL allows you to load the data to a nested data structure!

Exec Sql Select CUSTOMER_NAME,
                CUSTOMER_LIBRARY
           Into :Customer.Data :Customer.NullArray
           From CUSTOMER_FILE;

The nulls must be loaded to an array but the array is mapped to the data structure so you can now access the nulls as field names or using the array. 

If Customer.Nulls.Name = -1; // If null.
  // Do something
EndIf;

Or

If Customer.NullArray(1) = 0; // If not null
  // Do Something
EndIf;

Or

Csutomer.Nulls.Name = -1; // Set to null

Now things get very interesting. You cannot do the following:

Exec Sql Update CUSTOMER_FILE
Set CUSTOMER_NAME = 
   :Customer.Data.Name :Customer.Nulls.Name;

But you can do the following:

Exec Sql Update CUSTOMER_FILE
Set CUSTOMER_NAME = 
   :Data.Name :Nulls.Name;

The pre-compiler translates it to 

Customer.Data.Name or Customer.Nulls.Name

This is very strange stuff. The only thing here is that the names must be unique within the procedures or if you are not using procedures, within the program. You could not create two data structures with same name.

This would not work in the same procedure.


D TD_Customer…
D                  ds                     Qualified
D                                         Template
D   Data…
D                                         LikeDs(TD_Customer)

D TD_Product…
D                  ds                     Qualified
D                                         Template
D   Data…
D                                         LikeDs(TD_Product)

D Customer…
D                  ds                     LikeDs(TD_Customer)

D Product…
D                  ds                     LikeDs(TD_Product)

  Exec Sql Update CUSTOMER             
             Set NAME = :Data.Name;

  Exec Sql Update PRODUCT
             Set Name = :Data.Name;

It would error out on the second update because the name is not unique. 

If the names are given unique name like C_Data and P_Data it will work. 

Here is an insert.

Exec Sql Insert Into CUSTOMER_FILE
           (NAME,
            LIBRARY)
           Values(:Customer.Data :Customer.NullArray);

You can, also, access the data name as

Name = Customer.Data.Name;

This makes working with nulls a lot easier. 
 

